Now Available in the UK and
Ireland!
EQUIVIZOR Recovery

The EQUIVIZOR Recovery protects the horse’s
eyes efficiently after ophthalmology and when
suffering from eye diseases its tinted version is
also qualified to protect against UV-rays.

Equivizor UK
Where to buy the Equivizor mask?
Visit our online shop
Website: www.equivizor.co.uk
Facebook Friends find us at
https://www.facebook.com/EquivizorUK

The Recovery mask is
made from clear PVC the
unique design allows
sufficient space in front
and around the eyes.

Its 3 strategically
located straps allows
for a secure fit along
with the soft padding
surrounding the mask
for comfort.
The EQUIVIZOR Recovery
has a mesh mask which
can be used on top to
protect against insects
and provides efficient
shading.

Our assortments also include:
EQUIVIZOR Transport – Head protection for
horses
EQUIVIZOR Recovery- Recovery mask for
horses
EQUIVIZOR Racing – Racing mask for horses
EQUIVIZOR Fly mask – dark and light tinted
EQUAMNIMITY – Relax gel for horses

Lower Stunts Green Farm
Stunts Green
Herstmonceux, East Sussex
BN27 4PN
Phone: 01323 831710
E-mail address:
info@equivizor.co.uk
Equivizor suppliers to the UK and
Ireland

Recovery

The EQUIVIZOR Recovery!

EQUIVIZOR Recovery!

Faster curing, reliable UV protection

The Problem:
Horses that had an ophthalmological
treatment or have photosensitive eyes
need reliable protection from dust, light,
UV-rays, insects or any other contact
without the animal being impeded in its
movement and daily routine.

The Solution:







The EQUIVIZOR Recovery is made
of clear PVC.
Its design allows sufficient space
in front of and around the eyes.
Several openings and holes ensure
adequate ventilation.
The EQUIVIZOR Recovery comes
with a mesh that protects against
insects and provides efficient
shading.
The EQUIVIZOR Recovery is
available in a tinted version.

The Result:
The convalescence after ophthalmology and
its effectiveness is increased as negative
mechanical influences are precluded.
Horses with chronical eye diseases or with
high photosensivity are enabled to stay
outdoors without restriction.

The Equivizor Recovery Vizor design
provides maximum protection to the
eyes and prevents further injury during
recovery from surgery.
Made of clear soft PVC its specific design
gives the animal a maximum distance
between mask and eyes. The holes over
the nose and on the forehead ensure a
convenient climate under the mask. The
included mesh allows protection against
UV-light and flies.
“My horse has Uveitis and had rubbed so
much that she caused an ulcer on her
cornea. I purchased the Recovery Mask
which stopped her causing more injury as
it is very strong whilst still being
comfortable. Once the ulcer had healed I
purchased one of the Equivizor fly masks
which blocks out the UV rays - really
pleased as no more visits from vet
required.” By Christine G.

Answers to all your questions!
We are always getting questions about our
products in particular the recovery mask so
here are a few of the common questions along
with some answers to show you how unique
our Recovery mask is.
How much UV protection do the masks
provide?
-

The EQUIVISOR Recovery is available in a
tinted version which blocks 92% of the UV
rays which is the maximum blocking factor
obtainable. The shading factor is 32%. In
combination with the mesh it ensures
maximum protection for the eyes.

Will high wind and rain be a problem when
wearing this mask?
-

The Recovery mask is designed to
withstand the bad weather as much as the
sun and UV rays. The mask is very secure
due to the 3 strategically located straps
which can be adjusted to provide a secure
fit.

Can you ride in the Recovery mask?
-

Due to its secure fit, lack of restrictions and
interference to the horse you can ride in the
EQUIVIZOR Recovery mask.

Does the mask come in different sizes?
-

This mask comes in 5 sizes:
FOAL, PONY, COB, FULL,
X-LARGE/FULL

